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Let D be a central division algebra and A ×=GLm(D) the unit group of a central
simple algebra over a p-adic field F. The purpose of this paper is to give types (in
the sense of Bushnell and Kutzko) for all level zero Bernstein components of A ×
and to establish that the Hecke algebras associated to these types are isomorphic to
tensor products of Iwahori Hecke algebras. The types which we consider are lifted
from cuspidal representations y of M(kD), where M is a standard Levi subgroup of
GLm and kD is the residual field of D. Two types are equivalent if and only if the
corresponding pairs (M(kD), y) are conjugate with respect to A ×. The results are
basically the same as in the split case A ×=GLn(F) due to Bushnell and Kutzko. In
the non-split case there are more equivalent types and the proofs are technically
more complicated. © 2001 Elsevier Science
0. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a p-adic local field, let D :=Dd be a central F-division algebra
of index d, and let A :=Mm(D) be a central simple F-algebra of reduced
degree n :=dm. The purpose of this paper is to give a classification of types
(see [BK2]) for all level zero Bernstein components of the unit group A ×
and to establish that the Hecke algebras associated to these types are iso-
morphic to tensor products of Iwahori Hecke algebras, as in the split case
(see [BK1] and [BK3]).
In [M1] Morris proved Hecke algebra isomorphism theorems which
apply to the level zero representations of general reductive groups and in
[M2] he extended this earlier work to show that cuspidal level zero repre-
sentations of the finite field points of Levi factors of reductive groups
inflate to types for level zero Bernstein components. Our paper, in effect,
presents a special case of Morris’s general theory, an example which is at
the same time more general and given in greater detail than in Bushnell and
Kutzko’s work ([BK1] and [BK3]) for the level zero case ofMn(F).
We think that the present extension of the split case is interesting enough
to merit being spelled out, as we have attempted in this paper. Like
Howe/Moy and Bushnell/Kutzko, we construct level zero types by inflat-
ing cuspidal representations of Levi factors with coefficients in the residual
field of D to representations of unit groups of hereditary orders. Our
situation is also analogous to the split case in that representations of Levi
factors which are conjugate under inner automorphisms of A × inflate to
types for the same Bernstein component. However, there are more inner
automorphisms acting on the set of cuspidal representations; some of these
can be interpreted as a Galois action which is trivial in the split case.
Although the Hecke algebra of a simple type looks like the group algebra
of a semi-direct product of an infinite cyclic group normalizing a Coxeter
group, the cyclic group object which serves as a part of the support of the
Hecke algebra in the case of a simple type for A × need not normalize a
principal order or Iwahori subgroup-like object. The multiplication of
double cosets is also more complicated in the case of general simple alge-
bras. We prove our Hecke algebra isomorphism theorems for natural
representatives of each Galois orbit of simple level zero types after arguing
that all representatives of the same orbit have isomorphic Hecke algebras,
that one representative is a type if and only if all are. As in other level zero
situations (e.g. [M2]), we obtain our results by reducing the proofs to
general arguments due to Bushnell and Kutzko ([BK2]).
We begin the paper with some background information and give state-
ments of our main theorems (Theorems 1 and 2) in Sections 0.6 and 0.7.
Parts 1–4 are concerned with Hecke algebras, whereas Part 5 concludes the
classification of types by applying Bushnell/Kutzko’s theory of covers
([BK2] 8.).
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0.1. The Bernstein Spectrum and Decomposition
Let G :=G(F) denote the group of F-points of a connected reductive
F-group. A cuspidal pair (M, p) for G consists of a Levi subgroup M of G
and an irreducible supercuspidal representation p of M; the Bernstein spec-
trum W(G) is defined as the set of G-conjugacy classes of cuspidal pairs
(M, p). For any irreducible smooth representation (P, V) of G its super-
cuspidal support is a unique element of W(G).
The Bernstein spectrum has the structure of a complex locally algebraic
variety. Let Xnr(M) denote the group of unramified characters of M with
its natural complex structure. Then the connected component of W(G)
which contains the G-orbit of a cuspidal pair (M, p) is the image of the
map
Xnr(M)Q W(G); qW G-orbit of (M, qp).
Let M(G) denote the category of smooth G-representations. For a con-
nected component W … W(G) let M(W) denote the full subcategory of
G-representations, all irreducible subquotients of which have supercuspidal
support in W. The Bernstein decomposition of M(G) [Be] is defined as the
equivalence
M(G)=D
W
M(W),(1)
where W runs over the connected components of W(G).
0.2. Hecke Algebras and Intertwining Functions
Let K be an open compact subgroup of G and let (K, y, W) be a repre-
sentation y of K in W. We call the convolution algebra consisting of all
compactly supported functions f: GQ EndC(W) such that
f(k1 gk2)=y(k1) f(g) y(k2)(2)
for all k1, k2 ¥K the Hecke algebra of G with respect to (K, y) and we
denote it H(G, K, y).
The unit element in H(G, K, y) is
ey(x)=˛m(K)−1y(x) for x ¥K
0 otherwise,
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where m(K)=>K 1dy. Clearly, ey(x), acting by convolution from the left,
may also be regarded as the identity element in the space yV of compactly
supported functions b: GQW which satisfy b(kg)=y(k) b(g) for all
g ¥ G and k ¥K. We regard yV as the representation space for cIndGK(y),
G acting on yV by right translations.
We shall make use of a generalized algebra of ‘‘intertwining functions’’
in this paper and we include here for reference purposes a brief discussion
of these functions. For any pair (yi, Wi, Ki) of irreducible representations
of compact groups Ki acting in vector spaces Wi (i=1, 2) we call inter-
twining function any compactly supported function f :=fy2, y1 such that
f: GQHomC(W1, W2) and f(k2 gk1)=y2(k2) f(g) y1(k1) for all g ¥ G;
k1, k2¥K. For functions fy3, y2 , fy2, y1 we have a natural convolution product
fy3, y2 f fy2, y1 (g) :=F
G
fy3, y2 (x) fy2, y1 (x
−1g) dx,
which produces a function fy3, y1 .
Consider the compactly induced representations (cIndGKi (yi), yiV). We
have the left action
(fy2, y1 f b)(g) :=F
G
fy2, y1 (x) b(x
−1g) dx (b ¥ y1V),
which intertwines cIndGK1 (y1) with cInd
G
K2 (y2). In particular, when we have
fy2, y1 f fy1, y2=ey2 and fy1, y2 f fy2, y1=ey1 , then cIndGK1 (y1) 5 cIndGK2 (y2) and
isomorphisms are given by the intertwining operators fy2, y1 and fy1, y2 . In
this case, fW fy2, y1 f f f fy1, y2 defines an isomorphism H(G, K1, y1)Q
H(G, K2, y2), as one sees immediately. Because Ki is compact we have the
natural injection Wi … yiV which maps a vector to a vector valued function
with support Ki. By restriction we get the Frobenius reciprocity
HomG(cInd
G
Ki (yi),P) 5HomKi (yi,P),
hence for P irreducible the multiplicity of y1 in P|K1 is the same as the
multiplicity of y2 in P|K2 .
More generally, the mapping from the space H(G, y2, y1) of intertwining
functions fy2, y1 to convolution operators defines an isomorphism of
H(G, y2, y1) with the space HomG(cInd
G
K1 (y1), cInd
G
K2 (y2)) of intertwining
operators between the two compactly induced representations (See [K] for
a proof).
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0.3. The Concept of a Type
Bushnell and Kutzko [BK2] call a pair (K, y), where K is an open
compact subgroup and y is an irreducible representation of K, a type for G
if the category My(G) of all G-representations which are generated by their
y-isotypic components is closed under the formation of subquotients. In
particular, they call (K, y) a type for the connected component W … W(G) if
My(G)=M(W), i.e. if for every irreducible representation P of G the
restriction P|K contains y if and only if the supercuspidal support of P
belongs to W.
For (K, y) a type the category My(G) is equivalent to a category of
modules over the Hecke algebra H(G, K, y). More precisely, Bushnell and
Kutzko show in [BK2](4.3) that the mapping
My(G) ¦ (P, V)WHomK(W, V) ¥Mod(H(G, K, y)opp)
is an equivalence of categories if and only if the pair (K, y) is a type. (We
have to take the opposite algebra because our definition of H(G, K, y) uses
y instead of the contragredient of y as in Bushnell and Kutzko’s work.)
Henceforth we consider only the special case G=A ×.
0.4. The Connected Components of W(A ×)
We recall the formal set-up of Bernstein and Zelevinsky which provides a
parameterization for the set of connected components of W(A ×). Let
C :=C(D) be a set of representatives for the unramified twist classes of
irreducible pre-unitary supercuspidal representations of GLs(D) for all
s \ 1. For p ¥ C a representation of GLs(D) we define the degree of p to be
d(p) :=s. Let Div+(C) denote the set of effective divisors over C. To any
effective divisor D=;p ¥ C mpp we associate the triple:
— its degree d(D)=; mpd(p)
— the Levi subgroupMD … GLd(D)(D), whereMD=<p(GLd(p)(D)) ×mp
(assuming some ordering of the factors), and
— the supercuspidal representation pD of MD such that pD=
êp (p é mp).
For each D ¥Div+(C) of degree m let WD … W(A ×) denote the connected
component which contains the A ×-orbit of (MD, pD).
Fact 1. The mapping DW WD parameterizes the set of connected
components of W(A ×) by degree m divisors over C.
0.5. Standard Hereditary Orders
First, we introduce some notation and fix some identifications with
respect to D. Let oF denote the ring of integers of F, pF :==FoF the
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maximal ideal of oF (=F a prime element of oF), and let k :=oF/pF denote
the residual field of F. Let O denote the ring of integers of D, p==O the
maximal ideal of O (= a prime element of O), and let kD :=O/p denote the
residual field of D. We write Fd for an unramified extension field of F
which is contained in D and stabilized under conjugation by =. Thus
the mapping f: xW fx :==x=−1 (x ¥ Fd) generates the Galois group
Gal(Fd | F) and, by reduction, the Galois group Gal(kd | k), where we
identify the residual field kd of Fd with kD. We identify the groups
Gal(Fd | F) and Gal(kD | k). We may also assume that =F==d, since =d is
certainly a prime element of oF.
Now we give more notation and introduce the open compact groups on
which types will be defined. We fix the maximal order A1 :=Mm(O), with
Jacobson radical P1 :=Mm(p). We also fix the minimal order Am …A1
which consists of those elements of A1 with all matrix elements below the
main diagonal in p. In some situations we use the notation IA :=Am. The
Jacobson radical Pm …Am has coefficients on and below the main diagonal
in p. If A is a hereditary order, we write PA (or, sometimes, P when no
confusion is possible) for the Jacobson radical of A. If the hereditary
orders A, AŒ satisfy AŒ ıA, then the Jacobson radicals satisfy the reverse
inclusions PA ıPAŒ. A hereditary order A such that Am ıA ıA1 will be
called standard. Every hereditary order of A is conjugate to a unique stan-
dard hereditary order. The mapping AWA/P1 sends the set of standard
hereditary orders bijectively to the set of upper block triangular matrix
rings in Mm(kD). In particular, to any standard hereditary order A there
corresponds a tuple of positive integers s1, ..., sr with sum m such that the
quotient ring A/PA is the semi-simple algebra
A/P 5Ms1 (kD)× · · · ×Msr (kD),(3)
each factor Msi (kD) being a complete matrix algebra over the residual field
kD of D. The multiplicative group of (3) is
A × :=(A/P) ×=A ×/(1+P) 5 GLs1 (kD)× · · · ×GLsr (kD).(4)
If s1=·· ·=sr=s, the standard hereditary order A is principal; in this
case, we write Ar :=A and Pr :=PAr (m=rs).
0.6. The Cuspidal Support of a Level Zero Representation
An irreducible smooth representation (P, V) of A × is called level zero if
V1+P1 ] (0), i.e. if there exists a (1+P1)-fixed vector.
For (P, V) a level zero representation and A a standard hereditary order
we interpret V1+PA as the Jacquet restriction of V1+P1 with respect to the
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parabolic subgroup A ×/(1+P1) … A¯ ×1 . It is natural to take A minimal
(PA maximal) such that V1+PA ] 0. It follows that, as a representation of
(4), all irreducible constituents y=s1 é · · · é sr occurring in V1+PA are
cuspidal, i.e. they are tensor products in which each tensor factor si of
GLsi (kD) is a cuspidal representation. In this case, we call (A
×, y) a cuspi-
dal level zero pair and we write supp(y) :={s1, ..., sr}. We see that every
level zero representation (P, V) contains a cuspidal level zero pair (A ×, y);
more precisely, there exists a cuspidal level zero pair (A ×, y) such that
P|A × ‡ y. We will prove that every cuspidal level zero pair (A ×, y) is a type
corresponding to a connected component W … W(A ×) which is determined
as follows. Consider supp(y) and introduce the following equivalence rela-
tion on the set of cuspidal representations of GLs(kD) for all s \ 1: s ’ sŒ if
and only if sŒ=ks for some k ¥Gal(kD |k) acting coefficientwise on
GLs(kD). We write [s] for the Gal(kD |k)-equivalence class of s, r[s](y) for
the number of elements in supp(y) belonging to [s], and d([s]) :=s for
the degree of s and [s]. To y we associate the effective divisor
D(y) :=C
[s]
r[s](y)[s],
where the sum ranges over Gal(kD | k)-equivalence classes of cuspidal
representations occurring in supp(y).
In 5.1 and 5.2 we show that [s] determines an unramified twist class of
irreducible supercuspidal representations of GLd([s])(D), hence a unique
p[s] ¥ C. Therefore, D(y) determines D(y) :=;[s] r[s](y) p[s] ¥Div+(C),
and we prove:
Theorem 1. Let (A ×, y) be any cuspidal level zero pair. Then (A ×, y) is
a type for the connected component WD … W(A ×), where D=D(y) is
determined by D(y).
We call two cuspidal level zero pairs (A ×, y) and (AŒ ×, yŒ) equivalent if
D(y)=D(yŒ) and we obtain a bijection between equivalence classes of such
pairs and level zero connected components of W(A ×). In the case of Mn(F)
there is no Galois action and this means that D(y)=D(yŒ) if and only if
supp(y)=supp(yŒ) as multisets.
0.7. The Hecke Algebra of a Level Zero Type
Let (A ×, y) be a cuspidal level zero pair. In verifying that (A ×, y) is a
type we study the structure of the Hecke algebra H(A ×, A ×, y). We prove:
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Theorem 2. If (A ×, y) has the divisor D(y), then
H(A ×, A ×, y) 5 ë
[s]
H(r[s](y), qd ·d([s])),
a tensor product of affine Hecke algebras (see Part 4 for the notation
H(r, z)).
In the beginning of Part 1 we determine the support of H(A ×, A ×, y)
and in 1.7 we show that the Hecke algebra H(A ×, A ×, y) depends, up to
isormorphism, only upon the divisor D(y). Applying [BK2](7.2)(ii), we
show in 1.9 that H(A ×, A ×, y) is a tensor product of Hecke algebras of
the form H(AŒ ×, AŒ ×r , s é r), where AŒ=MmŒ(D), AŒr is a principal order of
AŒ such that A¯Œ ×r =[GLs(kD)] r (rs=mŒ), and s ¥ GLs(kD) N is an irreduc-
ible cuspidal representation such that s ¥ supp(y). In Part 4 we show that
H(A ×, A ×r , s
é r) 5H(r, qd ·d(s)) (rs=m) (see Theorem 4.2). In other
words, we show that when the divisor D(y) is simple, the Hecke algebra is
isomorphic to an affine Hecke algebra of type A (see [BK1], Chapter 5 for
the case Mn(F)). To prepare for these results we study in Parts 2 and 3 the
multiplication of double cosets, the main results being Propositions 2.6,
2.7, and 3.1. Here more differences in the proofs between the general and
the split case become visible. As we have noted, the final results do not
reflect these differences.
0.8. Generalized Tits Systems for Unit Groups of Simple Algebras
This section is included for reference purposes and to introduce some
more notation.
Let 0A denote the subgroup of A × consisting of all elements x such that
NrdA | F(x) ¥ o ×F . Note that all compact subgroups of A × are in 0A.
Let W˜A denote the subgroup of A × consisting of all monomial matrices
with non-zero entries which are powers of =. Each element w ¥ W˜A has a
unique product representation of the form
w==vp,(5)
where v=(v1, ..., vm) ¥ Zm, =v=diag(=v1, ..., =vm), and p=(di, s(j))mi, j=1 is
the matrix of a permutation s ¥Sm, i.e. w==vp is the matrix obtained by
permuting the columns of =v by s. The subgroup WA=W˜A 5 0A consists
of all w==v · p such that v1+·· ·+vm=0, and we have the semi-direct
product
W˜A=WA z OhAP,
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where
hA :=R Im−1
=
S.
Recalling that IA also denotes the minimal standard hereditary order
Am … A, we let NA be the group of monomial matrices in A × and we set
0NA=NA 5 0A.
For i=1, ..., m−1 let si, A denote the matrix of the transposition
iY i+1 and set s0, A :=hAs1, Ah
−1
A .
Fact 2 (see [I]). The triple (A ×, I ×A , NA) is a generalized Tits system
with W˜A 5NA/(I ×A 5NA) as generalized Weyl group. The set SA=
{s0, A, ..., sm−1, A} is a Coxeter system of type A˜m−1; it generates the
group WA 5 0NA/( 0NA 5I ×A ) and (I ×A , 0NA) is an affine BN-pair of the
group 0A.
We have the Bruhat decomposition
W˜A }I
×
A 0A ×/I ×A ,
and, more generally:
Fact 3. Let A, AŒ be standard hereditary orders of A. Then there is a
natural bijective correspondence
A × 0A ×/AŒ × } (A × 5 W˜A)0W˜A/(AŒ × 5 W˜A).
If M=GLs1 × · · · ×GLsr , where s1+·· ·+sr=m, and A
×=M(O)· (1+
PA), then
A × 5 W˜A=M(O) 5WA 5Ss1 × · · · ×Ssr ,
a product of the symmetric groups Ssi (i=1, ..., r).
Write lA(w) for the length function on WA corresponding to the system
SA. For w ¥WA and s ¥ SA such that lA(ws) > lA(w)
I ×A wI
×
A sI
×
A =I
×
A wsI
×
A(6)
and
(I ×A : I
×
A 5 wI ×A w−1)=qd · lA(w),(7)
where qd=|kD |.
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Notations
F, oF, =F, pF p-adic local field, integers, prime element, maximal ideal
k=oF/pF, q residual field of F, |k|
D | F central division F-algebra of index d
O, p valuation ring and valuation ideal of D
kD :=O/p, qd residual field of D, |kD |
Fd, = a maximal unramified extension of F in D, a prime
element of D which normalizes Fd; (=d==F)
f the generator of Gal(Fd | F), Gal(kD | k) which
corresponds to the conjugation xW fx :==x=−1 of
Fd … D
A :=Mm(D) central simple algebra over F
n :=dm reduced degree of A | F
A, P :=PA standard hereditary order in A, its Jacobson radical
Ar, Pr standard principal order of period r | m, its Jacobson
radical; in (3) we have s1=·· ·=sr=s=
m
r .
IA :=Am minimal standard hereditary order in A.
1. The Support of the Hecke Algebra
Let A … A be a standard hereditary order and let M=GLs1 × · · · ×GLsr
be the block-diagonal Levi subgroup of GLm such that A¯ ×=M(kD) (see
(4)). Let (y, W) be an irreducible cuspidal representation of M(kD). Often,
by inflation, we regard y as a representation of either A × orM(O). Relying
on the context, we leave it to the reader to decipher our intention.
In this Part we want to construct a vector space basis for the Hecke
algebra H(A ×, A ×, y) (see Section 0.2). For any x ¥ A × set yx(y) :=
y(xyx−1) (y ¥ x−1A ×x)andrecall the followingstatement (see[BK1], (4.1.1)):
Lemma 1.1. For x ¥ A × there exists f ¥H(A ×, A ×, y) such that f(x) ]
0 if and only if HomA × 5 x −1A ×x(y, yx) ] (0), in which case setting
f(x) :=J ¥HomA × 5 x −1A ×x(y, yx) uniquely determines f with support in
A ×xA ×. If y|A × 5 x −1A ×x is irreducible, then this space of functions is one-
dimensional.
Letting U+, U− denote the unipotent radicals of, respectively, the upper,
lower parabolic subgroups of GLm with Levi subgroup M, we have the
Iwahori factorization A ×=U−(p) ·M(O) ·U+(O). We write NA× (M(O))
for the normalizer ofM(O) in A ×.
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Proposition 1.2. The support of H(A ×, A ×, y) consists of the set of
double cosets A ×wA ×, where w ¥ W˜A and, in addition:
(i) w ¥NA× (M(O));
(ii) conjugation by w fixes the class of the representation y ofM(O).
Proof. During the proof we write H :=H(A ×, A ×, y). We proceed in
several steps.
Lemma 1.3. If w==vp ¥ W˜A and w is in the support of H, then =v
normalizesM(O).
Proof. Consider w==vp and write the exponent vector v=(v1, ..., vm) ¥
Zm (see (Section 0.8)) as a vector of vectors v=(v(1), ..., v (r)), where, for
1 [ i [ r, the vector v (i) is an si-vector. Replacing w by pŒw=pŒ=vpŒ−1 · pŒp
with pŒ ¥A × 5 W˜A, we may assume that each of the subvectors v (i) is a non-
increasing sequence of integers. Assume that there is a j such that in some
subvector v (i) we have vj > vj+1. Then MŒ=(GLj×GLm−j) 5M is a proper
Levi subgroup of M. Writing PŒ=MŒUŒ …M for the parabolic subgroup
of M such that UŒ is lower triangular unipotent, we have UŒ(D) 5
A × ıM(D) 5A ×=M(O) and =−v(UŒ(D) 5A ×) =v ı 1+P1, from which
we see that
f(uŒ=vp)=f(=vp(p−1=−vuŒ=vp))=f(=vp)
for any f ¥H and uŒ ¥ UŒ(D) 5A ×, since the conjugation by =−v maps
UŒ(D) 5A × into 1+P1 and the permutation matrix p normalizes 1+P1.
Noting that UŒ(D) 5A × modulo 1+P is the unipotent radical of a proper
parabolic subgroup ofM(kD), we conclude that y cuspidal implies that
0=F
UŒ(D) 5A ×
y(uŒ) f(=vp) duŒ=F
UŒ(D) 5A ×
f(=vp) duŒ,
so f(=vp)=0. Therefore, all the subvectors v (i) of v ¥ Zm have to be
‘‘scalar’’ for =vp to be in the support of H; in other words, it is necessary
that =v ¥NA× (M(O)). L
Lemma 1.4. Assume that =v normalizes M(O) but that the permutation
matrix p does not normalizeM. Then w==vp is not in the support of H.
Proof. Let P=MU be the upper block triangular parabolic subgroup
of A × which has M as its Levi subgroup. If p ¥ A × is a permutation matrix
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which does not normalize M, then PŒ=pPp−1 5M is a proper parabolic
subgroup ofM with the Levi decomposition
PŒ=MŒUŒ=(pMp−1 5M)(pUp−1 5M).
In A × we have PŒ 5A ×=(MŒ 5A ×)(UŒ 5A ×) with UŒ 5A ×=pUp−1 5
M(O). Since y is a cuspidal representation of M(kD) and since the reduc-
tion of UŒ 5A × is the unipotent radical of a proper parabolic subgroup of
M(kD), it follows that
0=F
UŒ 5A ×
y(uŒ) f(=vp) duŒ=F
UŒ 5A ×
f(=vp(p−1=−vuŒ=vp)) duŒ
and our assertion follows from the fact that p−1=−vuŒ=vp ¥ 1+P. To see
this observe that the diagonal matrices lie in M 5 pMp−1; hence =v nor-
malizes pUp−1 and, by hypothesis, also M(O). Therefore =v normalizes
UŒ 5A ×=pUp−1 5M(O) and we may conclude that =−vuŒ=v ¥ pUp−1 5
M(O), i.e. that p−1=−vuŒ=vp ¥ U(O) ı 1+P. L
Lemma 1.5. If w ¥ W˜A 5NA× (M(O)), then
HomA × 5 w−1A ×w(y, yw)=HomM(kD)(y, y
w).
Proof. Note that A ×=M(O)· (1+P), where the normal subgroup
1+P is in the kernel of y. The hypothesis w ¥ W˜A 5NA× (M(O)) implies
that
A × 5 w−1A ×w=M(O) · ((1+P) 5 w−1(1+P) w)
and that y and yw are both trivial on (1+P) 5 w−1(1+P) w, where yw(x)=
y(wxw−1) and conjugation by w maps (1+P) 5 w−1(1+P) w into 1+P.
Thus the intertwining map factors through the projection of A × 5 w−1A ×w
upon A¯ ×=M(kD). L
Since y is irreducible, 1.5 implies that w ¥ W˜A 5NA× (M(O)) is in the
support of H if and only if yw=y. This completes the proof of 1.2. L
From Section 0.8 Fact 3 and the observation that W˜A 5M(O) is a
normal subgroup of W˜A 5NA× (M(O)), we have the injective mapping
W˜A 5NA× (M(O))/(W˜A 5M(O))+A × 0A ×/A ×.
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Let Stab(M(O), y) denote the subgroup of NA× (M(O)) consisting of those
elements which fix the class of y and note that
W˜A 5M(O) ı W˜A 5 Stab(M(O), y) ı W˜A 5NA× (M(O)).
Let W˜A(y) be a set of representatives for (W˜A 5 Stab(M(O), y))/
(W˜A 5M(O)). From 1.2 we obtain:
Corollary 1.6. The mapping wWA ×wA × defines a bijection from
W˜A(y) to the set of double cosets in the support of H(A ×, A ×, y).
In Section 0.6 we introduced for any cuspidal level zero pair (A ×, y) the
divisor D(y).
Lemma 1.7. Let (A ×, y) and (AŒ ×, yŒ) be cuspidal level zero pairs which
correspond to the same divisor D(y). Then cIndA
×
A × (y) 5 cIndA
×
AŒ × (yŒ).
Proof. The cuspidal pair (A ×, y) corresponds to a representations1 é · · ·
é sr of A ×=GLs1 (kD)× · · · ×GLsr (kD) and, similarly, (AŒ ×, yŒ) to s −1 é
· · · é s −rŒ of AŒ ×=GLs Œ1 (kD)× · · · ×GLs ŒrŒ (kD). Since D(y)=D(yŒ), we have
r=rŒ and we have to consider only the two cases:
(a) s −i=si+1, s
−
i+1=si, and s
−
j=sj (j ] i, i+1).
(b) s −i=
fsi and s
−
j=sj (j ] i).
Clearly, y can be transformed into yŒ by a sequence of exchanges of the
form (a), (b), so it is enough to prove cIndA
×
A × (y) 5 cIndA
×
AŒ × (yŒ) for y and yŒ
as in these two cases. As already remarked in Section 0.2, to prove the
isomorphism of the two induced representation spaces it is enough for us to
give intertwining functions fy, yŒ and fyŒ, y such that fyŒ, y f fy, yŒ=eyŒ and
fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y=ey.
Let us first consider (a). In this case M and MŒ can differ as block
diagonal groups possibly in their i-th and i+1-th blocks, which are
switched in passing from M to MŒ and vice versa. Let M˜ denote the Levi
factor which contains M and MŒ, in which the two blocks GLsi ×GLsi+1 are
replaced by the single block GLsi+si+1 . Let A˜ denote the standard hereditary
order such that A¯˜ × 5 M˜(kD). Let
y˜ :=IndA˜
×
A × y 5 IndA˜
×
AŒ × yŒ.
Since si ] si+1, y˜ is irreducible; it is also well known that the class of y˜ does
not depend upon the order of the cuspidal tensor factors si, si+1. From
Frobenius reciprocity it follows that there are non-zero intertwining func-
tions fyŒ, y and fy, yŒ, each with support in A˜ × and unique up to scalar
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factors. It is also clear that fyŒ, y f fy, yŒ=eyŒ and fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y=ey, again up to
scalar factors. This proves (a).
Next we treat case (b). In view of (a) it is enough to prove (b) for
y=s1 é · · · é sr, where s1, ..., sa are Gal(kD | k)-conjugate and no other
tensor factor of y belongs to the Gal(kD | k)-orbit of s1, and yŒ=fs1 é
s2 é · · · é sr. In this case, A=AŒ and we may set s :=s1=·· ·=sa. From
(a) we know that the order of the tensor factors in yŒ can be arbitrary, so
we redefine
yŒ :=s2 é · · · sa é fs1 é sa+1 é · · · é sr.
With these definitions of y and yŒ we want to construct two compactly
supported intertwining functions fyŒ, y and fy, yŒ with the properties given in
Section 0.2 which imply that cIndA
×
A × y 5 cIndA
×
A × yŒ.
For this construction we consider the matrix
h0=R I(a−1) s=Is : :
Im− as
S
and claim that the double cosets A ×h0A × and A ×h
−1
0 A
× support non-
trivial functions fyŒ, y and fy, yŒ, respectively. We check only that A ×h0A ×
supports an intertwining function fyŒ, y; we leave to the reader the analo-
gous verification that A ×h−10 A
× supports a non-trivial function fy, yŒ.
We must verify, as in 1.1, that there is an intertwining operator S such
that
Sy(y)=yŒ(h0y)S
for all y ¥A × 5 h−10 A ×h0. As in 1.5 we have a natural identification
HomA × 5 h −10 A ×h0 (y, yŒ
h0)=HomM(kD)(y, yŒh0),
which implies that it is sufficient to define S ¥HomM(kD)(y, yŒh0). For
m=diag(m1, ..., mr) ¥M(kD) we have y(m)=s1(m1) é · · · é sr(mr) and
yŒ(h0m)=s2(m2) é · · · é sa(ma) é fs1(fm1) é sa+1(ma+1) é · · · é sr(mr).
Therefore, if we define S to be the permutation of the tensor factors
S: v1 é · · · é vr W v2 é · · · é va é v1 é va+1 é · · · é vr,
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where vi is from the representation space of si, then Sy(m)=yŒ( h0m)S
for all m ¥M(kD), as required. Thus we have a non-trivial function fyŒ, y
with support the double coset A ×h0A × if we set fyŒ, y(h0) :=S. A similar
verification, left to the reader, shows that we have a function fy, yŒ with
support the double coset A ×h−10 A
× when we define fy, yŒ(h
−1
0 ) :=S
−1.
We must also verify that fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y=ey and that fyŒ, y f fy, yŒ=eyŒ. First
we have
fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y(1)=F
A ×h −10 A
×
fy, yŒ(x) fyŒ, y(x−1) dx
=m(A ×)[A ×: A × 5 h−10 A ×h0]S−1S.
Adjusting each of the functions by a factor of m(A ×)−1[A ×: A × 5
h−10 A
×h0]−1/2 we have
fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y(1)=m(A ×)−1 Iy=ey(1).
We omit the verification that fyŒ, y f fy, yŒ(1)=eyŒ(1).
We have finally to show that these convolution products are functions
with support only on the identity double coset. Assume that w ¥ W˜A−A ×
and that fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y(w) ] 0. Then, by 1.6, fy, yŒ f fyŒ, y ¥H(A ×, A ×, y)
implies that w ¥M2 , where M2 denotes the block diagonal group with first
block GLa · s and the remaining blocks as in M. On the other hand, up to a
constant, for any w ¥ W˜, we have
F
A ×h −10 A
×
fy, yŒ(x) fyŒ, y(x−1w) dx= C
u ¥A ×/(A × 5 h −10 A ×h0)
S−1fyŒ, y(h0uw),
so for this to be non-zero it is necessary that h0uw ¥A ×h0A × for some u.
Thus we must have A ×wA × 5 h−10 A ×h0 ]”. We obtain a contradiction if
we show that w ¥ W˜A−A × and A ×wA × 5 h−10 A ×h0 ]” implies w ¨M2 .
We give the argument in detail for the case a=1; the general case is more
complicated but depends on the same ideas. Write B :=h−10 Ah0, where
A ¥A ×. Thus,
B=R=−1A11=
=A21
: =−1A12
A22
S=R=−1Is :
Im−s
SRA11
A21
: A12
A22
SR=Is :
Im−s
S .
Clearly, B ¨A × if and only if =−1A12 has an entry which is not in O. In this
case, the algorithm for constructing Bruhat representatives (see the proof
of (3.1)) implies that the Bruhat representative w(B) for B has support at a
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position corresponding to an entry of A12 and this implies that w(B) ¨M2 .
(Some entry in the Bruhat representative of a matrix occurs in a position
where the matrix has an entry with minimum ordinal.) L
We conclude this part by proving that our Hecke algebras are tensor
products of Hecke algebras associated to divisors D(y) which are simple.
Using 1.7 we may assume without loss of generality that the tensor
factors of y are ordered such that the set {1, ..., r} is partitioned into
subsets such that if si and siŒ belong to the same Gal(kD | k)-orbit, then the
same is true for all iœ between i and iŒ.
We write M2 for the smallest Levi subgroup of A × such that M ıM2 and
such that W˜A 5 Stab(M(O), y) …M2 (D). To specify M2 we first use (4) to
define the partition of {1, ..., m} such that
P=P1 2 · · · 2Pr, Pi={hi−1+1, ..., hi}, hi=C
i
v=1
sv.(8)
We set Pi ’Pj if si and sj are Gal(kD | k)-equivalent. The union of the Pi
over Gal(kD | k)-equivalent si gives a coarser partition P2=P21 2 · · · 2P2t of
{1, ..., m}. Let l, l˜ denote the functions on {1, ..., m} such that l(x)=i if
x ¥Pi and l˜(x)=i if x ¥P2i. The Levi subgroup M … A × corresponds to
P, l and has the representation
M={(aij) ¥ A × | aij=0, l(i) ] l(j)};
the larger Levi subgroup M2 corresponds to P2 , l˜ and has the similar repre-
sentation
M2={(aij) ¥ A × | aij=0, l˜(i) ] l˜( j)}.
Our assumption that i [ iœ [ iŒ and si ’ siŒ implies si ’ siœ implies that M2
is block diagonal, i.e. associated to the divisor D(y), we have
M2=D
[s]
GLr[s](y) d(s).
As usual, we write d(s) :=s if the cuspidal representation s is a represen-
tation of GLs(kD). We may therefore represent the upper and lower block
triangular parabolic subgroups which have M2 as their Levi factors in the
form
P2=M2 x U2={(aij) ¥ A × | aij=0, l˜(i) > l˜(j)}
P2 −=M2 x U2 −={(aij) ¥ A × | aij=0, l˜(i) < l˜(j)}.
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The following lemma is now obvious:
Lemma 1.8.
(i) A ×=(A × 5 U2 −)(A × 5M2 )(A × 5 U2);
(ii) A × 5 U2 − and A × 5 U2 are contained in 1+P.
We now have the following important consequence of [BK2](7.2):
Proposition 1.9. Let (A ×, y, M2 ) as before. There is a canonical iso-
morphism
tP2 :H(M2 , M2 5A ×, y)(H(A ×, A ×, y)
such that supp(tP2 f)=A × · supp(f) ·A × for all f ¥H(M2 , M2 5A ×, y).
Proof. In the terminology of [BK2](6.1), Lemma 1.8 implies that the
pair (A ×, y) is decomposed with respect to (M2 , P2). Moreover, in the
terminology of [BK2](6.2), we have
H(A ×, A ×, y)=H(A ×, A ×, y)M2 ,
since W˜A 5 Stab(M(O), y) ıM2 , i.e. the support of our Hecke algebra is in
A × ·M2 ·A ×. It follows that [BK2](7.2)(ii) implies the present Proposi-
tion. L
SinceM2 is the direct product of subgroups
M2 v={a ¥M2 ; aij=dij if l˜(i)=l˜(j) ] v}
and M2 v 5A × supports all constituents of y which are in a single
Gal(kD | k)-equivalence class [s]=[s]v, we have the isomorphism
ë
v
H(M2 v, M2 v 5A ×, y (v))(H(M2 , M2 5A ×, y).(9)
Combining 1.7 and the remarks in Section 0.2 with (9) and 1.9 reduces the
study of the structure of level zero Hecke algebras to the case in which the
cuspidal pair (A ×, y) corresponds to a principal order A and y of the form
s r :=s é r for some irreducible cuspidal representation of GLm/r(kD).
2. Multiplying Double Cosets in the Simple Type Case
Let A :=Ar be a standard principal order (rs=m and A
×
r =
M(kD)=[GLs(kD)] r) and let y=s r=s é r be a tensor power of an irreduc-
ible cuspidal representation of GLs(kD). In this Part we want to study the
Hecke algebra H(A ×, A ×, y).
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Recalling that = ¥ D induces a generator f of the Galois group
Gal(kD | k) and a corresponding automorphism f of GLs(kD), we set
f
i
s :=s p f i and let l \ 1 be minimum such that fls is equivalent to s.
Then l | d, where d is the index of D | F.
Let Fl … Fd be the unramified extension of F of degree l and let DŒ be the
centralizer of Fl in D. Since = normalizes Fd, it also normalizes Fl, which
implies that =DŒ :== l is a prime element of DŒ and =d/lDŒ ==F; DŒ is a
central division algebra over Fl of index d/l. Since D and DŒ have the same
residual fields we have
|OD/PD |=|ODŒ/PDŒ |=qd.(10)
Let us write Ar, l :=Mr(DŒ) and regard A=(A | F, =)=Am, 1. We write
B :=Am, l and C :=Ar, l and fix the embedding
é Is : C+ B=Mr(Ms(DŒ)) (cij) ri, j=1=cW c é Is=(cijIs) ri, j=1,(11)
the matrix c é Is being a block matrix with scalar blocks.
We have natural analogues of the various structures and translations of
notations relative to A for B and C. In particular, for the algebra C we
have the Coxeter system (WC, SC) with SC={s0, C, ..., sr−1, C} and the gen-
eralized Weyl group W˜C (see Section 0.8). From (11) we obtain the explicit
image
W :=WC é Is S={s0, ..., sr−1} :={s0, C é Is, ..., sr−1, C é Is}
W˜ :=W˜C é Is=W z OhP, h :=hC é Is .
(12)
Since W˜C … C ×=A ×r, l consists of all monomial matrices with non-zero
entries which are powers of = l, 1.2 and 1.6 imply:
Proposition 2.1. For A=Ar, y=s r, and l the length of the Gal(kD | k)-
orbit of s the group W˜=W˜C é Is is a set of representatives for
(W˜A 5 Stab(M(O), y))/(W˜A 5M(O)).
The correspondence
wWA ×r wA
×
r
defines a bijection between W˜ and the set of double cosets in the support of
H(A ×, A ×r , y). Concretely, in the notation of (5), =
vp é Is ¥ W˜ if and only if
v=lvŒ (vŒ ¥ Z r) and p is an r×r permutation matrix.
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In order to exploit 2.1 for multiplying double cosets we consider the
above embeddings in more detail. Consider the Coxeter system (WA, SA)
(Section 0.8) with the length function lA. Since W˜A=WA z OhAP (semi-direct
product) and since hA, acting by conjugation, stabilizes the Coxeter system
(WA, SA), we can extend lA from WA to W˜A simply by assigning hA the
length 0, lA(w) for any w ¥ W˜A being the minimum number of elements of
SA occurring in any representation of w as a word in the alphabet
SA 2 {hA}. It follows that lA(w) can be computed by multiplying w by
whatever power of hA maps w toWA and computing the length inWA.
From the Bruhat decomposition theory we know that
(I ×A : I
×
A 5 wI ×Aw−1)=qd · lA(w).(13)
For B=Am, l and =DŒ== l instead of = we see that IB, WB, W˜B arise from
IA, WA, W˜A by taking intersections with B … A. Moreover si, A=si, B for
i=1, ..., m−1, whereas s0, A ] s0, B and hA ] hB.
Define the standard principal order Br :=Ar 5 B of B and the length
functions lB and lC, which correspond, respectively, to (WB, SB) and (W, S) 5
(WC, SC). We also extend these length functions to W˜B and W˜C as above.
Proposition 2.2. For w ¥ W˜ … W˜B
(i) (B ×r : B
×
r 5 wB ×r w−1)=Q lC(w), where Q=|Ms(kDŒ)|=qd · s
2
.
(ii) lB(w)=s2 · lC(w).
Proof. To prove (i) we first change (13), replacing A by B; (10) implies
that this is meaningful. Observing that W˜ normalizes M(O) and stabilizes
the set of positive roots in M(O), we obtain assertion (i) immediately from
the Bruhat decomposition of GLr(Ms(DŒ)) with respect to W˜. (ii) is imme-
diate from (i) and (13) applied to B. L
Lemma 2.3. Let w ¥ W˜, s ¥ S=SC é Is such that lC(ws) > lC(w). Then:
B ×r wB
×
r sB
×
r =B
×
r wsB
×
r .
Proof. From lC(ws) > lC(w) and lC(s)=1 it follows that lC(ws)=
lC(w)+lC(s). Therefore, by 2.2(ii), we have lB(ws)=lB(w)+lB(s). But
(B ×, B ×m , NB) is a generalized Tits system with the generalized Weyl group
W˜B. Therefore the last equation implies (see [Bou], Lie IV, no. 2.4. Cor.1)
that
B ×mwB
×
msB
×
m=B
×
mwsB
×
m .(14)
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Since B ×r =M(ODŒ)B
×
m and since w normalizes M(ODŒ), we obtain from
(14) that
wB ×r s=wM(ODŒ) B
×
ms=M(ODŒ) wB
×
ms ıM(ODŒ) B ×mwsB ×m ıB ×r wsB ×r .
Therefore B ×r wB
×
r sB
×
r ıB ×r wsB ×r and the opposite inclusion is obvious.
L
We recall the natural bijective correspondence between standard heredi-
tary orders of B and A such that, for every standard hereditary order
A … A, B=A 5 B is a standard hereditary order of B and conversely. This
and (10) imply that
B ×/(1+PB)=A ×/(1+PA)=M(kD);
hence B × 5 W˜B=A × 5 W˜A 5Ss1 × · · · ×Ssr , i.e. (see (4))
B¯ ×=A¯ ×=GLs1 (kD)× · · · ×GLsr (kD).
Lemma 2.4. A ×xA × 5 B=B ×xB × for any x ¥ B ×.
Proof. The inclusion ‡ is obvious. To see the opposite inclusion let
w ¥ W˜B be such that B ×xB ×=B ×wB ×, hence A ×xA ×=A ×wA ×. Since
A ×wA × 5 B is a union of B × double cosets, we may consider wŒ ¥ W˜B
such that B ×wŒB × …A ×wA × 5 B. In this case, A ×wŒA ×=A ×wA ×, so
Section 0.8, Fact 3 implies that wŒ ¥ (A × 5 W˜A) w(A × 5 W˜A). Therefore,
(A × 5 W˜A)=(B × 5 W˜B) implies that B ×wŒB ×=B ×wB ×. L
Lemma 2.5. A ×r xA
×
r sA
×
r 5 B=B ×r xB ×r sB ×r for x ¥ B × and s0 ] s ¥
S … SB.
Proof. By hypothesis, s=si for i=1, ..., r−1. Regard Ar as a set of
matrices in Mr(Ms(O)) and for r \ 1 let Ei, i+1 …Mr be the matrix with its
only non-zero coefficient at (i, i+1) and that coefficient 1. Then we have
the natural bijections
B ×r /(B
×
r 5 siB ×r si) 5 Im+Ei, i+1 éMs(kD)
5A ×r /(A ×r 5 siA ×r si)
for all i=1, ..., r−1, since D and DŒ have the same residual fields.
Therefore,
A ×r =B
×
r (A
×
r 5 siA ×r si)=A ×r 5B ×r siA ×r si,
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which implies that
A ×r xA
×
r siA
×
r =A
×
r x(A
×
r 5B ×r siA ×r si) siA ×r
=(A ×r xA
×
r siA
×
r ) 5 (A ×r xB ×r siA ×r ).
Thus, A ×r xA
×
r siA
×
r =A
×
r xB
×
r siA
×
r for all i=1, ..., r−1. Intersecting with
B, we obtain our Lemma by applying 2.4. L
Lemma 2.6. Let w ¥ W˜ and s0 ] s ¥ S and assume that lC(ws) > lC(w).
Then there exists I … W˜A−W˜B such that
A ×r wA
×
r sA
×
r =A
×
r wsA
×
r 2 1 0
wŒ ¥ I
A ×r wŒA ×r 2 .
Proof. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 imply that
A ×r wA
×
r sA
×
r 5 B=B ×r wB ×r sB ×r =B ×r wsB ×r .
Applying 2.4, we see that
A ×r wA
×
r sA
×
r 5 B=A ×r wsA ×r 5 B,
i.e.
A ×r wA
×
r sA
×
r =A
×
r wsA
×
r 2 1 0
wŒ ¥ I
A ×r wŒA ×r 2 ,
where for wŒ ¥ I … W˜A we have A ×r wŒA ×r 5 B=”. Thus, I … W˜A−W˜B. L
Finally we need the following analogue of 2.6 in which s is replaced by
the generator h of W˜/W.
Lemma 2.7. For w ¥ W˜ and hŒ ¥ {h, h−1} there exists I=I(w, hŒ) …
W˜A−W˜B such that
A ×r hŒA ×r wA ×r =A ×r hŒwA ×r 2 1 0
wŒ ¥ I
A ×r wŒA ×r 2
A ×r wA
×
r hŒA ×r =A ×r whŒA ×r 2 1 0
wŒ ¥ I
A ×r wŒA ×r 2 .
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Proof. We apply the Main Lemma 3.1, to be stated and proved below.
Write A ×r hŒA ×r wA ×r =A ×r hŒA ×r hŒ−1(hŒw) A ×r , and apply the Main Lemma
for b ¥ hŒA ×r (hŒ)−1 and hŒw ¥ W˜. L
Remark. If l=1, then 2.6 and 2.7 become simpler, since l=1 implies
that A=B, so I=”. Obviously l=1 in the split case D=F, since l | d and
D=F implies that d=1.
3. THE MAIN LEMMA
Recall the generator of W˜/W:
h=R
= lIs
: Im−s S=R
= l
: Ir−1 S é Is.
In the following we also write A ×r, 1 :=hA
×
r h
−1 and A ×r, 2 :=h
−1A ×r h.
Main Lemma 3.1. Let w ¥ W˜ and assume that b ¥A ×r, 1 2A ×r, 2. (i) If
A ×r wbA
×
r 5 W˜B ]”, then A ×r wbA ×r =A ×r wA ×r , and (ii) if A ×r bwA ×r 5
W˜B ]”, then A ×r bwA ×r =A ×r wA ×r .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (i), since (ii) follows from (i) by taking
inverses. In fact, we we shall prove (i) only in the case that b ¥A ×r, 1,
because a simple modification of the argument for this case proves (i) in the
case that b ¥A ×r, 2. Thus we shall only sketch the argument for the case
b ¥A ×r, 2.
Assume that b ¥A ×r, 1; we shall prove (i). Consider the standard parabolic
subgroup P=M x U of A ×, where M=GLm−s(D)×GLs(D), and the
opposite parabolic subgroup P−=M x U− of A ×. Thus U is an upper
triangular unipotent subgroup of A × which is complementary to and
normalized by M and U− is lower triangular unipotent with the same
properties. The group A ×r, 1 has the Iwahori decomposition A
×
r, 1=
(A ×r, 1 5 U)(A ×r, 1 5M)(A ×r, 1 5 U−), where the second and third factors are
subgroups of A ×r , and the first factor consists of matrices
A ×r, 1 5 U=R :Im−s Ms(p1−l)x
Ms(p1−l)
Is
S(15)
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with the last column blocks as indicated. Therefore, given b ¥A ×r, 1, we can
choose c ¥A ×r such that bŒ=bc ¥A ×r, 1 5 U. From this we see that
A ×r wbA
×
r =A
×
r wbŒA ×r . From the Bruhat decomposition of A × we know
that there is a unique wŒ ¥ W˜A such that A ×mwbŒA ×m=A ×mwŒA ×m .
We want to show that, if wŒ ¥ W˜B, then wŒ=w. The argument for this is
to compute the Bruhat representative for wbŒ and to observe that this
representative can belong to W˜B only if it equals w.
We briefly recall the algorithm for computing Bruhat representatives for
elements of A ×. Let g=(gij)
m
i, j=1 ¥ A × and let v0=min vD(gij) be the
minimum exponent of the entries of g. Choose (i0, j0) such that
vD(gi0, j0 )=v0 and such that j0 is smallest and i0 largest with this property.
By elementary row and column operations we zero all the entries in row i0
and column j0, except the entry (i0, j0) itself which is transformed to =v0.
Write gŒ=(g −ij) for this matrix and observe that the row and column
operations which construct gŒ can be represented by left and right mul-
tiplications by elements of A ×m . By induction applied to the submatrix of gŒ
obtained by omitting the i0-th row and j0-th column we arrive via left and
right multiplications by elements of A ×m at a monomial representative wŒ
for g in the double coset A ×mgA
×
m such that each non-zero entry of wŒ is a
power of =.
Keeping in mind the observation encapsulated in the following lemma,
let us compute the Bruhat representative of wbŒ.
Lemma 3.2. Let w be a monomial element and bŒ an upper triangular
unipotent element of A ×. Let s=sw ¥Sm denote the permutation such that
s(i)=j if and only if (i, j) is in the support of w. Then:
(wbŒ)ij=˛wij, if j=s(i)
wi, s(i)b
−
s(i), j, otherwise.
Proof. The second equation follows from matrix multiplication, from
the hypothesis that w is monomial, and the first from the second, from the
assumption that bŒ is triangular unipotent. L
From 3.2 it follows that, if the distinguished positions (i0, j0) which we
choose at the various stages of applying the Bruhat representative algo-
rithm to wbŒ all lie in the support of w, then wŒ=w. Otherwise, after
perhaps several left and right multiplications by elements of A ×m , we have
constructed out of wbŒ a matrix g (agaŒ=wbŒ with a, aŒ ¥A ×m ) and in the
next step of applying our algorithm there is a first position (i0, j0) such that
j0 ] s(i0). In this case, it follows from (15) that gi0, j0=(wbŒ)i0, j0 , since each
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preceding step has involved only the entries residing in the i0-th row or
j0-th column of wbŒ for each (i0, j0) with j0=s(i0) in a sequence of such
elements. Thus we have, at this step,
gi0, j0=(wbŒ)i0, j0=wi0, s(i0)b −s(i0), j0 ,(16)
since s(i0) ] j0. From (15) and the fact that at this step v0=vD(gi0, j0 )=
vD((wbŒ)s(i0), j0 ) it follows that
s(i0) [ m−s < j0.(17)
In order that (i0, j0) be the distinguished position for this step of the algo-
rithm it is necessary that v0=vD(gi0, j0 ) < vD(gi0, s(i0)). Using 3.2 we have
gi0, s(i0)=(wbŒ)i0, s(i0)=wi0, s(i0)==vŒ,
where l | vŒ, and therefore, by (15) and (16),
1−l [ vD(b −s(i0), j0 )=v0−vŒ < 0,
which implies that l cannnot divide v0. Thus wŒ ¨ W˜B, since =v0 occurs as an
entry of wŒ.
Now we use the fact that A ×r wŒA ×r 5 W˜A=(A ×r 5WA) wŒ(A ×r 5WA) (see
Section 0.8, Fact 3). Therefore, since wŒ has an exponent not divisible by l,
the same is true for all elements of A ×r wŒA ×r 5 W˜A. Hence, A ×r wŒA ×r 5
W˜B=”. This proves (i) of the Main Lemma in the case that b ¥A ×r, 1.
Now assume that b ¥A ×r, 2 and let us sketch the modifications in the pre-
ceding argument which we need in order to prove the Main Lemma in this
case. Take M=GLs(D)×GLm−s(D) as block groups in the reverse order
from before and let U and U− be the upper and lower triangular unipotent
groups such that M x U is a standard parabolic subgroup and M x U− its
opposite. Now A ×r, 2=(A
×
r, 2 5 U)(A ×r, 2 5M)(A ×r, 2 5 U−), where the second
and third factors are in A ×r and the first factor is
A ×r, 2 5 U=RIs : Ms(p1−l), · · · , Ms(p1−l)Im−s S .(18)
For b ¥A ×r, 2 there exists bŒ ¥A ×r, 2 5 U such that A ×r wbA ×r =A ×r wbŒA ×r . As
before, we construct the Bruhat representative wŒ for wbŒ and see that
wŒ=w if and only if wŒ ¥ W˜B. We conclude by arguing as before that if
wŒ ¨ W˜B, then A ×r wbA ×r 5 W˜B=”. L
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4. THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF A SIMPLE LEVEL ZERO TYPE
As in Part 2, we want to study the Hecke algebra H(A ×, A ×, y), where
(A ×, y) is a cuspidal pair in which A=Ar is a principal order and y=s r is
the r-th tensor power of a cuspidal representation s of GLs(kD) (rs=m).
We want to prove that, in this case, the Hecke algebra H(A ×, A ×, y) is
isomorphic to an affine Hecke algebra of type A˜r−1. We refer here to
[BK1](5.4): For a positive integer r and z ¥ C × we have the finite and
affine Hecke algebras of type Ar−1 which we denote by H0(r, z) …H(r, z),
respectively. These are complex algebras which are given by generators and
relations as follows:
I. The algebra H0(r, z) has the r−1 generators r1, ..., rr−1 with the
relations:
(i) (ri+1)(ri−z)=0 for all i=1, ..., r−1;
(ii) riri+1ri=ri+1riri+1 for i=1, ..., r−2;
(iii) rirj=rjri if |i− j| \ 2.
II. The affine algebra H(r, z) contains H0(r, z) and has the two addi-
tional generators t and tŒ with the three additional relations:
(iv) ttŒ=tŒt=1 (hence we write t−1 :=tŒ);
(v) t2r1t−2=rr−1; and
(vi) trit−1=ri−1 for i \ 2.
To construct an isomorphism F:H(r, qds)(H(A ×, A ×r , s
r) (qd=|kD |) we
consider the subalgebra H(A ×1 , A
×
r , y). Reducing mod P1, we may apply
the finite field results of [HM] 1.5, Theorem 5.1:
Fact 4.1. There is a uniquely determined isomorphism
F0:H0(r, qds)(H(A
×
1 , A
×
r , y)
which sends the generator ri (i=1, ..., r−1) to an operator valued func-
tion with support on the single double coset A ×r si A
×
r , where si=si, C é Is
for i=1, ..., r−1 (see Part 2 for notations).
Now in view of 2.1 we can state:
Theorem 4.2. Let h=hC é Is ¥ W˜ and let jh ¥H(A ×, A ×r , y) be any
non-zero function with the support A ×r hA
×
r . Then there is a unique iso-
morphism
F:H(r, qds)(H(A ×, A ×r , y)
such that F(t)=jh and such that F extends F0.
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Notation. During the proof we will write H :=H(A ×, A ×r , y).
Proof. Proposition 2.1 implies that there are non-zero functions
jh, jh −1 ¥H with supports A ×r hA ×r and A ×r h−1A ×r , respectively. In partic-
ular, by Lemma 1.1, jh(h)=J ¥HomA × 5 h −1A ×h(y, yh), i.e. Jy(y)=yh(y) J
for all y ¥A ×r 5 h−1A ×r h. Replacing y by h−1yh, we see that
yh
−1
(y) J−1=J−1y(y) for y ¥A × 5 hA ×h−1. Therefore, we find that J−1 ¥
HomA × 5 hA ×h −1(y, yh
−1
), so, again by 1.1, we obtain a function j2h −1 ¥
H which is supported on A ×r h
−1A ×r and has the value J
−1 at h−1.
Lemma 4.3. jh f j2h −1=le is a scalar multiple of the unit e ¥H.
Proof. The support of jh f j2h −1 is contained in A ×r hA ×r h−1A ×r . Using
2.7 we find A ×r hA
×
r h
−1A ×r =A
×
r 2 (1wŒ ¥ IA ×r wŒA ×r ) where I … W˜A−W˜B.
On the other hand by 2.1 the support of jh f j2h −1 is contained in
1w ¥ W˜ A ×r wA ×r , hence it is in A ×r . Moreover for y ¥A ×r we find
(jh f j2h −1)(y)=F
x ¥A ×r hA
×
r
jh(x) j2h −1(x−1y) dx
Putting x=y1hy2, we obtain
jh(x) j2h −1(x−1y)=y(y1) Jy(y2) y(y2)−1 J−1y(y
−1
1 y)=y(y),
hence
(jh f j2h −1)(y)=m(A ×r hA ×r ) · y(y).
From the definition of ey ¥H (Section 0.2) we see that
jh f j2h −1=l · e,
where l=m(A ×r ) m(A
×
r hA
×
r ). L
Using 4.3 we put jh −1 :=l−1j2h −1 and
(jh)k :=˛jh f · · · f jh k times if k > 0jh −1 f · · · f jh −1 −k times if k < 0
e if k=0.
Again using 2.7 we see that the support of (jh)k is the double coset
A ×r h
kA ×r . The function (jh)
k is non-trivial since it is a unit in H.
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For 1, +1, ..., +r−1, t, tŒ ¥H(r, qds) we put
F(1)=e, F(+i)=F0(+i)=: jsi
F(t)=jh, F(tŒ)=jh −1.
(19)
Since F0(+i) is supported on A
×
r siA
×
r , the notation jsi=F0(+i) is not
misleading.
Lemma 4.4. The assignments of (19) extend to an algebra homomorphism
F:H(r, qds)0H.
Proof. Wehave describedH(r, qds) in terms of the generators +1, ..., +r−1,
t, tŒ and six relations. We must verify that the same relations hold for the
elements of H given in (19). From 4.1, 4.3, and the definition of jh −1 given
above, we know already that the relations (i)–(iv) are fulfilled. We have to
show that j2h f js1 f j−2h =jsr−1 and that jh f jsi f j−1h =jsi−1 for i=2, ...,
r−1. As in [BK 1], second half of p. 191, it is enough to show that both
sides of each equation have the same support. This follows from 2.6, 2.7,
and 2.1. L
We observe that W˜=W z OhP is an extended Coxeter group, since
(W, S) is a Coxeter system and h normalizes S. Therefore:
Fact 4.5 (see [BK1] pp. 179, 180). There is a well defined map
W˜ ¦ w- [w] ¥H(r, z)
such that
[si]=+i for i=1, ..., r−1
[s0]=t+1t−1
[h]=t,
and if w ¥ W˜ has the minimal expression w=hke1 · · · el, where e1, ..., el ¥
S={s0, ..., sr−1} and l=lC(w) is the length with respect to S, then:
[w]=tk[e1] · · · [el].(20)
All elements {[w]: w ¥ W˜} are units and form a basis of H(r, z) as a
C-vector space. Moreover
[hksh−k]=[h]k [s][h]−k(21)
for all k ¥ Z and s ¥ S.
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From 2.1, 1.1, and 4.5 we see that it is now enough to prove:
Lemma 4.6. F:H(r, qds)0H sends [w] to a function F([w]) which
has support on A ×r wA
×
r .
Proof. We use the expression (20) and proceed by induction on l. For
l=0, i.e. w=hk the assertion is already known. For the induction step we
use the fact that F is a ring homomorphism, hence
F([w])=F(tk[e1] · · · [el−1]) f F([el]).
By the induction hypothesis the first factor has the support A ×r wŒA ×r ,
where wŒ=hke1 · · · el−1 ¥ W˜. If el=si ] s0, then [el]=+i, and F([el])=jsi
has the support A ×r siA
×
r (see 4.1 and (19)). From 2.1 and 2.6 we conclude
that F([w]) has the support A ×r wA
×
r . If el=s0, take h
−1wh=
h−1wŒh · h−1s0h and use the fact that h−1s0h=s1. (As we have seen, conjuga-
tion by h does not change the length.) By the induction hypothesis,
F([h−1wŒh]) has the support A ×r h−1wŒhA ×r and, therefore, F([h−1wh])=
F([h−1wŒh]) f js1 has the support A ×r h−1whA ×r , as we see again from 2.1
and 2.6. Finally from (20) and (21) we see that [w]=[h][h−1wh][h−1]
implies that
F([w])=jh f F([h−1wh]) f jh −1.
Now we apply 2.7 to conclude that F([w]) has support A ×r wA
×
r . L
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. L
For later use we note:
Corollary 4.7. Every function f ¥H(A ×, A ×r , y) with support on a
single double coset A ×r wA
×
r (w ¥ W˜) belongs to H(A ×, A ×r , y) ×.
Proof. Let f ¥H(A ×, A ×r , y) have support A ×r wA ×r for w ¥ W˜. Then
by construction there is a scalar l=l(f) ] 0 such that f=F(l · [w]). L
5. LEVEL ZERO TYPES
We consider pairs (A ×, y), where A … A is a standard hereditary order
and y is the inflation of an irreducible cuspidal representation of
M(kD)=A¯ ×. Using the results of Parts 1 and 4 we want to show that these
pairs are types in the sense of Bushnell and Kutzko [BK2]. We also want
to show that, if y, yŒ as representations of A¯ ×, A¯Œ × are A ×-conjugate, then
y and yŒ are types for the same component of the Bernstein spectrum.
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First we consider the case in which A=A1=Mm(O) is the standard
maximal order of A.
Proposition 5.1. If s is a cuspidal representation of A¯ ×1 =GLm(kD),
then the set W of equivalence classes of irreducible smooth representations P
of A × such that s …P|A ×1 comprises a single unramified twist class of level
zero supercuspidal representations of A ×. Hence W is a connected component
of the Bernstein spectrum W(A ×) and (A ×1 , s) is a type for that component.
Moreover, for every P ¥ W the type s occurs in P|A ×1 simply.
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.1 to the case r=1, s=m. We see that
a double coset A ×1 wA
×
1 supports an element of the Hecke algebra
H(A ×, A ×1 , s) if and only if w==
lvIm with v ¥ Z. In particular, we have an
intertwining operator J such that s(= lu=−l)=Js(u) J−1 for all u ¥A ×1 .
Putting s2(u= lv) :=s(u) Jv for u ¥A ×1 and v ¥ Z, we obtain an extension s2
of s to the group H=A ×1 z O= lP. If g ¥ A × intertwines s2, then g inter-
twines s, which implies, by 2.1, that g ¥H. Therefore, the compact mod
center induction cIndA
×
H (s2) is irreducible and supercuspidal, since H is
compact mod center and H(A ×, H, s2) is one-dimensional. Furthermore, if
s21 and s22 are two extensions of s to H which induce to equivalent irreduc-
ible representations of A ×, then there exists g ¥ A × such that g intertwines
s21 and s22. Again this implies that g intertwines s, hence that g ¥H. It
follows that s21 and s22 are equivalent. Fixing a character q of the subgroup
O=FP in the center of A ×, we have
cIndA
×
A
×
1 ·O=FP
(s é q)=Â
s2
cIndA
×
H (s2),(22)
a direct sum over the d/l different extensions of s é q to H. Since
HomA ×1 ·O=FP (s é q,P)=HomA× (cIndA
×
A
×
1 ·O=FP
(s é q),P),
we see that an irreducible representation P of A × contains s as a com-
ponent if and only if P occurs in (22) for some (not necessarily unitary)
character q, in which case the multiplicity is one. Finally, we have an
injection
NrdA | F : H/A
×
1 + F
×/o ×F ,
which implies that all extensions s2 from s to H are covered if we twist
cIndA
×
H (s2) by unramified characters of A
×. Therefore, P|A ×1 ‡ s if and only
if P is an unramified twist of cIndA
×
H (s2). L
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Proposition 5.2. Two cuspidal types (A ×1 , s), (A
×
1 , sŒ) as in 5.1 are
types for the same connected component W if and only if s and sŒ belong to
the same Gal(kD | k)-orbit, if and only if s and sŒ are conjugate under the
action of the normalizer of A ×1 on representations of A
×
1 .
Proof. Let s2 be an extension of s to H as in the proof of 5.1. Then the
restriction of the representation cIndA
×
1 z O=P
H (s2) contains every Gal(kD | k)-
conjugate of s; these conjugates are also conjugates by the normalizer of
A ×1 , since NA× (A
×
1 )=A
×
1 z O=P. Thus the two notions of conjugation
amount to the same thing. Thus we have proved that if s and sŒ are con-
jugate, in either sense, then they are types for the same connected compo-
nent W. Conversely, let us show that if s, sŒ are both contained in P|A ×1 ,
where P is an irreducible smooth representation of A ×, then sŒ is a
Gal(kD | k)-conjugate of s. Extending s and sŒ by the central character of
P to A ×1 ·O=FP and compactly inducing to A
× we obtain P as as a direct
component in each case, as we see from (22) and Frobenius reciprocity. By
[K] we have a non-trivial intertwining function f :=fs, sŒ ¥H(A ×, s, sŒ)
(see Section 0.2 for notation) and it follows from the Cartan decomposition
of A × (see Section 0.8, 3.Fact) that there exists w ¥ supp(f) such that
w==v, v=(v1, ..., vm), where v1 \ · · · \ vm. If vj > vj+1 for some j, then 1.3
gives an immediate contradiction, since w ¥ supp(f) must normalize M(O)
=A ×1 . Thus w==
v1Im ¥ supp(f) normalizes A ×1 and induces a Galois
action on A¯ ×1 =GLm(kD). This implies that sŒ is a Gal(kD | k)-conjugate
of s. L
Now we consider C(kD) the set of classes of irreducible cuspidal repre-
sentations of GLs(kD) for all s \ 1. If s ¥ C(kD) is a representation of
GLs(kD), we define its degree to be d(s) :=s. With respect to the natural
action of Gal(kD | k) on C(kD) we consider the set C(kD) of Galois orbits.
From 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain the natural injection
[s] ¥ C(kD)- p[s] ¥ C(D)level zero,(23)
which preserves degrees. We also consider the map between effective
divisors
Div+(C(kD))0Div+(C(D)level zero)(24)
which is induced by (23). The set of degree m divisors D ¥
Div+(C(D)level zero) naturally parameterizes the set of level zero supported
connected components of the Bernstein spectrum W(A ×).
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Proposition 5.3. Let (A ×, y) be a pair with divisor D(y) such that all
Gal(kD | k)-equivalent constituents of y are isomorphic. Then (A ×, y) is a
type for the connected component WD … W(A ×), where D is the image of D(y)
under (24).
Proof. Let M=GLs1 × · · · ×GLsr and M(kD)=A¯
×. We use (4) to
regard y as a representation of either M(kD) or M(O). From 5.1 it follows
that (M(O), y) is a cuspidal type for the group M(D). If we can prove that
(A ×, y) is a ‘‘cover’’ of (M(O), y), then [BK2](8.3) implies our assertion.
To prove that (A ×, y) is a cover, we have to verify the properties of a cover
which are given in [BK2](8.1): For each parabolic subgroup P=M x U of
A × with Levi subgroup M and opposite group P−=M x U− we must
show:
(i) A ×=(U− 5A ×)(M 5A ×)(U 5A ×),
and U− 5A ×, U 5A × are both in the kernel of y.
(ii) (A × 5M, y|A × 5M)=(M(O), y).
(iii) There exists an invertible element of H(A ×, A ×, y) supported
on a double coset A ×zPA ×, where zP lies in the center of M and satisfies
the conditions
zP(A × 5 U) z−1P ıA × 5 U
z−1P (A
× 5 U−) zP ıA × 5 U−,
and for any compact open subgroups H1, H2 … U and K1, K2 ı U− we
have zmPH1z
−m
P …H2 and z−mP K1zmP …K2 for all sufficiently large positive
integers m.
As usual we assume without loss of generality that M is block diagonal.
The conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are then certainly satisfied in the case that
P contains the upper triangular group. Referring to M as below (8) we take
zP==
v
F, v=(v1, ..., vm), where vi=vj if l(i)=l(j) and vi > vj if l(i) < l(j).
In every case (ii) is clear. Noting that A ×=M(O) · (1+PA) and that
(1+PA)=<1 [ i, j [ m Hi, j, a product of abelian pro-p-groups in which we
have uniqueness of representation independent of the order of factors; in
fact, the same is true for the groups (1+PA) 5 U, (1+PA) 5M, and
(1+PA) 5 U− for any P=M x U. (i) is therefore also clear for all
P=M x U. Finally for any P=M x U there is a Weyl chamber which is
positive with respect to a minimal parabolic subgroup contained in P. By
choosing an appropriate wall of this chamber and letting it correspond
to the positive elements on the central torus of M we satisfy the third
condition too with elements zP in this torus. We note that zP ¥ W˜A 5
Stab(M(O), y) lies in the support of H(A ×, A ×, y) (see 1.2). We are left to
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show that there is an element of H(A ×, A ×, y) × with support the double
coset A ×zPA ×. However, from 4.7, 1.9, and (9) it is a general property of
our Hecke algebras that functions which have support on a single double
coset are units of the Hecke algebra. L
Theorem 5.4. Let (A ×, y) be any cuspidal level zero pair. Then (A ×, y)
is a type for the connected component WD … W(A ×), where D=D(y) is the
image of D(y) under (24).
Proof. We observe that there exists a cuspidal level zero pair fulfilling
the conditions of 5.3 with the divisor D(y) and we apply 1.7. L
Now we summarize our results:
Theorem 5.5. Let (P, V) be an irreducible representation of A × which is
of level zero. Let D=D(P) be the divisor (see Section 0.4) such that the
supercuspidal support of P belongs to WD. Let A be a standard hereditary
order which is minimal such that V1+P ] (0) for P=PA. Then:
(i) The space V1+P decomposes as the direct sum of all irreducible
cuspidal representations y of A × such that D(y)=D(P), each occurring with
the same multiplicity. In particular, the support of D(P) consists of level zero
supercuspidal representations.
(ii) If (P, V) is supercuspidal and level zero, then D(P) ¥ C(D),
which implies that A=A1 and y=s=s1 and V1+P1 is the direct sum of the
Gal(kD | k)-conjugates of s, each occurring with multiplicity one. Thus,
D(P)=p[s].
(iii) If the supercuspidal support of an irreducible representation
(P, V) of A × is level zero, then (P, V) is also of level zero.
Proof. (i) We know that if V1+PA satisfies the above minimality con-
dition, then it is a finite direct sum of cuspidal types (A ×, y). From 5.4 it
follows that if y occurs in V1+PA, then D(P)=D(y). From 1.7 it follows
that the multiplicities are the same for all yŒ such that D(yŒ)=D(y); in par-
ticular, all yŒ occur and all occur with the same multiplicities. Since
D(P)=D(y), the support of D(P) consists of level zero representations.
(ii) follows from (i).
(iii) Up to A ×-conjugation the supercuspidal support of P is (M, p),
where M=GLs1 × · · · ×GLsr is a standard Levi subgroup of GLm. By
assumption the supercuspidal representation p has a fixed vector for
P|(1+P1) 5M. This means that p=ê ri=1 pi is a tensor product of irreducible
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supercuspidal level zero representations pi of GLsi (D). Applying (ii) to each
of the pi, we see that the supercuspidal support of P lies in WD for some
divisor D=;[s] r[s]p[s] as described above. Therefore, if (A ×, y) is a pair
such that D(y)=D, then, by 5.4, (A ×, y) is a type for WD, hence is
contained in V and this implies that (P, V) is level zero. L
Finally as a consequence of 5.4 we obtain:
Corollary 5.6. The pair (1+P1, 1), consisting of the principal units in
the maximal order A1 and the unit representation, is a type. The smooth
representations of A × which are generated by their 1+P1 fixed vectors are
precisely those all irreducible subquotients of which are level zero.
Proof. We need to know a little more than we have stated in Section
0.3: According to [BK2](3.5), (3.6), and (4.2) the following are equivalent,
for G the group of F-points of any connected reductive F-group:
(i) (K, y) is a type,
(ii) My(G)=<nv=1 M(Wiv ) with respect to finitely many connected
components of W(G),
(iii) an irreducible smooth representation P of G contains y if and
only if the supercuspidal support of P is in 1nv=1 Wiv .
Now an irreducible representation P of G=A × has a 1+P1 fixed vector if
and only if it contains a cuspidal level zero pair (A ×, y), if and only if the
supercuspidal support of P is in the level zero connected component WD
where D=D(y). Therefore criterion (iii) applies. L
We note that [Be], Corollaire 3.9 and the remark after 3.7, also imply 5.6.
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